Introduction {#s1}
============

The notochord is the main structural element of the anteroposterior (AP) body axis in chordates, and in vertebrates it also serves as a scaffold for spine formation. In basal chordates such as ascidians, the notochord is a simple and continuous fluid filled tube that acts as a pressurized rod, providing structural support for the embryo and allowing locomotion during larval stages ([@bib7]; [@bib30]). These early developmental functions of the notochord are conserved from basal chordates to all vertebrates. However, in vertebrates the continuous hollow tube is replaced by a core of vacuolated cells that form a rod within a sheath whose characteristics diverge across vertebrate subgroups. For example, in teleosts such as zebrafish the inner vacuolated cells are surrounded by an epithelial sheath which is encased in a thick extracellular matrix ([@bib8]; [@bib9]). On the other hand, in amniotes such as chicken and mice notochord vacuolated cells are surrounded by a seemingly acellular sheath ([@bib5]; [@bib43]).

Epithelial sheath cells play at least two specialized roles in zebrafish: they provide a template for segmented vertebrae during spine formation ([@bib28]; [@bib34]; [@bib45]), and they are also able to regenerate vacuolated cells after mechanical damage ([@bib12]; [@bib26]; [@bib29]). While vertebral patterning in the spine occurs via different mechanisms in amniotes compared to teleosts ([@bib11]; [@bib17]), the notochord plays a conserved role in attracting osteoblasts that originate in the sclerotome portion of the paraxial mesoderm to form the vertebral bone ([@bib35]; [@bib43]; [@bib45]). Moreover, vertebral bones develop in a brace-like fashion around the notochord which acts as a central scaffold in all vertebrates ([@bib11]), suggesting that the notochord plays a conserved structural role in spine formation.

In contrast to sheath cells, notochord vacuolated cells show remarkable similarity in size and structure across diverse vertebrate species such as zebrafish, frogs and pigs ([@bib12]; [@bib32]). Each vacuolated cell contains a single fluid-filled vacuole, which is a specialized lysosome-related organelle that occupies most of the cellular volume ([@bib8]). During zebrafish embryogenesis these vacuoles inflate rapidly and as they expand within the boundaries established by the notochord sheath, they organize in a stereotypical pattern and contribute to the elongation of the embryonic axis ([@bib9]; [@bib32]). Loss or fragmentation of notochord vacuoles causes shortening of the body axis and, later in development, leads to kinking of the spine ([@bib8]). The axis elongation defect that occurs upon vacuole fragmentation seems to result from a more compact packing of vacuolated cells ([@bib31]); however, it is unclear whether the spine axis defects share the same structural etiology.

In humans, defects causing kinking of the spine axis are relatively common and can occur during gestation, that is congenital scoliosis (CS), or after birth, most commonly during adolescence, that is adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) ([@bib4]; [@bib13]). While CS is widely thought to arise from vertebral segmentation defects ([@bib13]; [@bib39]), work in zebrafish has shown that kinking of the notochord sheath due to loss of *col81a1* function results in a CS-like phenotype ([@bib14]). In contrast, mutations affecting several different tissues can cause AIS; these tissues include the neural tube ([@bib15]; [@bib18]; [@bib41]), cartilage ([@bib21]), and paraxial mesoderm ([@bib16]), as well as potential effects of systemic inflammation ([@bib27]). Understanding the cellular mechanisms involved in spine morphogenesis will help elucidate the developmental origin of CS and AIS.

Here, we investigated the role of notochord vacuoles during spine formation in zebrafish, using live imaging, genetic manipulations and forward genetic analyses. Our data show that during spine formation, notochord vacuoles function as a hydrostatic scaffold and normally resist the compressive force generated by concentric vertebral bone growth into the notochord. We found that loss of vacuole integrity, due to genetic manipulation or resulting from loss of *dstyk* function in vacuole membrane fusion, leads to vertebral malformations due to asymmetrical bone growth, resulting in kinking of the spine axis. Thus, we uncovered a role for notochord vacuoles in vertebral patterning and identify a cellular and developmental mechanism that may explain part of the etiology of CS in humans.

Results {#s2}
=======

*spzl* is a recessive mutation that causes notochord vacuole fragmentation, impaired axis elongation and kinking of the spine in zebrafish {#s2-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work in zebrafish has shown that fragmentation of notochord vacuoles results in kinking of the spine axis during late larval stages ([@bib8]). However, it is unclear how notochord vacuoles function during spine formation and how this process is affected when vacuoles are fragmented. Mutants that exhibit a robust vacuole fragmentation phenotype in early larvae are affected in essential genes and rarely survive to the spine formation stages ([@bib8]), limiting the ability to extend these studies into later development. In an unrelated ENU based forward genetic screen, we identified an adult viable recessive mutation that causes both shortening of the embryonic axis and kinking of the spine ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Because of the short and twisted shape of this mutant, we named it *spaetzle* (*spzl*) after the pasta noodle.

![*spzl* is a recessive mutation which causes notochord vacuole fragmentation, impaired axis elongation, and altered vacuolated cell packing.\
(**A**) Whole mount lateral view of 48 hpf *spzl^-/-^* (bottom) and WT sibling (top) embryos. Scale bar = 500 µm. (**B**) Body length measurements (mm) from 48 to 120 hpf. n = 30 for WT and n = 27, n = 30, n = 29, n = 28 for *spzl^-/-^* respectively. p\<0.0001 at all time points, two-way ANOVA with Sidak's test. At 24 hpf *spzl* mutant embryos (n = 20) are also significantly shorter than WT (n = 15), p=0.001, unpaired t-test using Welch's correction. (**C**) Live DIC images of 48 hpf WT (top) and *spzl^-/-^* (bottom) embryos. Arrow points to fragmented vacuoles. Scale bars = 50 µm. (**D**) Live confocal images of 72 hpf WT (top) and *spzl^-/-^* (bottom) notochords stained with Cell Trace to visualize internal membranes. Arrow points to area of vacuole fragmentation. Scale bars = 50 µm. (**E--F**) Notochord 3D reconstructions for 48 hpf WT (**E**) and *spzl^-/-^* (**F**) embryos. Scale bar = 200 µm. (**G--H**) Single cell 3D reconstructions for WT (**G**) and *spzl^-/-^* (**H**) visualized at different angles to show cell shape. Scale bar = 50 µm. (**I**) Notochord length measurements for WT and *spzl^-/-^* at 48 hpf. (**J**) Total number of vacuolated cells in WT and *spzl^-/-^* at 48 hpf. (**K**) Plot of cell volume measurements of WT and *spzl^-/-^* notochord cells at 48 hpf. (**L**) Sphericity of individual notochord cells for WT and *spzl^-/-^* at 48 hpf. (**M--N**) Volume of notochord cells along the AP axis of WT and *spzl^-/-^* at 48 hpf. p-values were determined by an un-paired t-test using Welch's correction.](elife-51221-fig1){#fig1}

Homozygous *spzl^s739^* mutants develop a significantly shorter embryonic axis compared to wild-type (WT) siblings ([Figure 1A,B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Close examination of the notochord in 48 hr post fertilization (hpf) *spzl* mutants by DIC microscopy revealed a pattern consistent with vacuole fragmentation ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm this observation, we incubated WT and mutant sibling embryos with the vital dye Cell Trace to visualize intracellular membranes ([@bib8]). Using live confocal microscopy, we found that by 72 hpf notochord vacuoles were largely fragmented ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, arrow). To investigate the effect of vacuole defects on notochord organization, we performed a quantitative analysis using 3D renderings ([Figure 1E--H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the notochord length is significantly shorter in mutants compared to WT ([Figure 1I](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This difference in length was not due to changes in vacuolated cell numbers ([Figure 1J](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but mainly to a significantly smaller vacuolated cell volume in mutants compared to WT ([Figure 1K](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed that cells with fragmented vacuoles typically lose their original ovoid morphology and fill the space in between cells that retain intact vacuoles. To quantify this effect, we first calculated the sphericity index of vacuolated cells, which is the ratio of the surface area of a sphere of equal volume to the surface area of each cell, this ratio gets smaller as the cell shape is distorted from a smooth ovoid shape. We found that sphericity is significantly smaller in mutants compared to WT ([Figure 1L](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a more irregular morphology, also apparent in 3D renderings ([Figure 1G,H](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Then, we plotted the distribution of vacuolated cell volume along the anterior-posterior (AP) and found that in WT it follows a stereotypical pattern whereas in mutants this distribution was randomized ([Figure 1M,N](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These observations are consistent with WT having an ordered arrangement and *spzl* mutants a more compact organization of vacuolated cells. To investigate this possibility we examined the 3D organization of vacuolated cells as reported previously ([@bib32]) and found that in *spzl* the stereotypical staircase arrangement of vacuolated cells is largely lost in favor of a more compact and irregular pattern ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Notably, both the notochord and the AP axis remain straight during embryonic and early larval stages in *spzl* mutants. However, by three weeks post fertilization (wpf), kinking of the AP axis was apparent in most (19 out of 20 animals) *spzl* mutants ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether the body axis defects were linked to kinking of the spine we stained fixed 6 wpf larvae with alizarin red to visualize mineralized bone. We found that *spzl* mutants present sharp kinks in their spine axis, in both dorsal-ventral (DV) and left-right axes, typically at two major locations ([Figure 2C,D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, see also [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Micro-computed tomography (μCT) of adult fish revealed a similar pattern and allowed detailed 3D visualization of the spine defects ([Figure 2E,F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, see also [Video 1](#video1){ref-type="video"} and [Video 2](#video2){ref-type="video"}). Altogether, these data show that *spzl* mutants develop fragmented notochord vacuoles, have a significantly smaller vacuolated cell volume and show changes in cell organization that lead to a short AP embryonic axis and a kinked spine at late larval stages.

![*spzl* mutants present spine kinks at juvenile and adult stages.\
(**A--B**) Whole mount lateral and dorsal views of 3 wpf WT and *spzl^-/-^* fish. Scale bars = 1 mm. (**C--D**) Lateral and dorsal views of 3 wpf WT and *spzl^-/-^* fish stained with alizarin red to visualize the mineralized skeleton. Scale bars = 1 mm. Arrows point to kinks in the axis. (**E--F**) μCT images of 3 month old WT and *spzl^-/-^* adult fish. Scale bars = 2 mm.](elife-51221-fig2){#fig2}

###### 3D reconstruction of μCT imaging from a 3 mpf WT fish.

###### 3D reconstruction of μCT imaging from a 3 mpf *spzl^-/-^* fish.

Note kinking of the spine axis.

Loss of Dstyk function causes the *spzl* phenotype {#s2-2}
--------------------------------------------------

To isolate the *spzl^s739^* mutation, we used whole exome sequencing and positional cloning ([@bib36]). We first mapped the mutation using SNPtrack ([@bib25]) to a genomic region on chromosome 22. Then, we circumscribed it by limited positional cloning to an interval of \~1.2 Mb, containing 35 genes including 9 genes closely clustered in 160 kb close to the telomeric end of the critical interval, coinciding with the peak of probability generated by SNPtrack ([Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Examination of the sequencing data throughout the critical interval revealed a homozygous nonsense mutation (C1694A) in exon 7 of *dstyk* which is predicted to truncate the encoded protein before the highly conserved kinase domain ([Figure 3C,D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1A--B and H](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). RT-PCR analysis showed reduced levels of transcript in *spzl^s739^* mutants compared to WT, suggesting the transcript is subject to nonsense mediated decay ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1C--D](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Dstyk is a poorly known dual Ser/Thr and Tyr kinase that has recently been implicated by genetic association studies in renal agenesis in humans ([@bib24]; [@bib37]).

![Loss of Dstyk function causes the *spzl* phenotype.\
(**A**) Genome view of SNPtrack linkage analysis of exome sequencing data. The *spzl* locus maps to chromosome 22 (top panel), with a high probability interval (red line) centered around 410--570 Kbps. Recombination events with a panel of 83 mutants at either side of the *spzl* locus define a \~ 1.2 Mb critical interval. (**B**) Genome organization of the critical genomic interval near the *spzl* locus. A nonsense mutation generates an early stop codon in *dstyk*. (**C**) Cartoon depicting predicted gene product structure of *dstyk-202*, *spzl^s739^* and the Crispr/Cas9 generated *dstyk^pd1133^* allele. (**D**) Dstyk is a Ser/Thr and Tyr kinase. Heat map depicting amino acid similarity between the human and zebrafish proteins. The kinase domain (highlighted) is 93.73% similar. (**E**) In situ hybridization for *dstyk* expression at the 1 cell stage, 10 somites, 20 somites, and 24 hpf, respectively. Arrows point to highly expressing areas of the notochord. (**F--H**) Bright field images of *spzl^-/-^and* WT sibling, *spzl;dstyk^pd1133-/-^* and WT sibling, *dstyk^pd1133^* homozygous mutant and WT sibling, scale bars = 1 mm. DIC images of the notochord of 48 hpf embryos. Arrows point to fragmented vacuoles. Scale bars are 100 µm.](elife-51221-fig3){#fig3}

Next, we performed whole mount in situ hybridization and found *dstyk* is maternally loaded and expressed in the notochord as early as the 10-somite stage and becomes progressively enriched at the posterior portion of the notochord by 24 hpf ([Figure 3E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). At that time point the notochord is still developing and newly generated vacuolated cells continue to grow and expand the axis ([@bib32]).

To confirm that *dstyk* is indeed the gene mutated in *spzl^s739^*, we generated a new allele (*dstyk^pd1133^*) using CRISPR/Cas9. We targeted the gRNA to exon 7 and generated a 10 bp deletion that causes a frameshift resulting in an early stop codon in exon 7, before the kinase domain ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1F--G](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Homozygous *dstyk^pd1133^* mutants phenocopy the axis elongation defect of *spzl^-/-^*, present fragmented notochord vacuoles as judged by DIC microscopy, and failed to complement *spzl* mutants ([Figure 3F,H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we performed rescue assays by injecting a DNA construct expressing WT Dstyk or a kinase-dead version (D757N) in *spzl^-/-^* under the control of the *rcn3* promoter, which drives expression in both sheath and vacuolated cells ([@bib8]). While expression of the WT construct (marked by GFP co-expression) consistently rescued single vacuole formation ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), expression of the D757N mutant did not ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We also noticed in embryos overexpressing WT Dstyk the presence of enlarged vacuolated cells ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, left panel) and small cells with vacuoles that might correspond to sheath cells ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right panel, arrowhead). To test this possibility, we repeated the experiment in WT embryos expressing a sheath cell marker and found that overexpression of Dstyk leads to vacuole formation in sheath cells ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a role for Dstyk in notochord vacuole biogenesis. To test this idea further, we generated maternal-zygotic *spzl* mutant embryos (*MZspzl^-/-^*) and found a high rate of early embryonic lethality (\~96%, n = 330) due to poor egg quality, suggesting a role for Dstyk in oogenesis. Nevertheless, we were able to obtain some *MZspzl^-/-^* embryos that survived until notochord formation stages and found that their vacuolated cells were completely devoid of vacuoles, unlike heterozygous and zygotic mutants ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data show that *dstyk* is the gene mutated in *spzl* and that the kinase activity of Dstyk is required cell-autonomously for notochord vacuole biogenesis and integrity.

![Dstyk's kinase activity is required cell-autonomously for vacuole formation.\
(**A**) Live DIC image (top) and live fluorescent image (bottom) of *spzl* mutants injected with a construct driving *dstyk:p2aGFP* expression in the notochord. The arrows point to GFP expressing cells with rescued vacuole integrity. Arrow head points to an expressing sheath cell that also develops a vacuole. WT *dstyk* rescued vacuole integrity in 90% of expressing cells (n = 30). Scale bar = 100 µm. (**B**) Live DIC image (top) and fluorescent image (bottom) of a *spzl*^-/-^ embryo injected with *dstykD757N:p2aGFP,* a construct driving a (D757N) kinase dead version of *dstyk* in the notochord. Expressing cells (arrows) exhibit fragmented vacuoles and only 5% rescue (n = 20). Scale bar = 100 µm. (**C**) Confocal and DIC images of WT embryos at 48 hpf expressing *col9a2:mcherry* in the notochord sheath and injected with *dstyk:p2aGFP*. Sheath cells expressing *dstyk:p2aGFP* develop a vacuole. Arrows point to the vacuole. Scale bar = 50 µm.](elife-51221-fig4){#fig4}

Dstyk regulates fusion of pre-vacuolar carriers with the notochord vacuole {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The vacuole fragmentation phenotype of *spzl* mutants is reminiscent of that observed in the HOPS complex mutants *vps11* and *vps18* ([@bib8]) ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). The HOPS complex has been shown to act as a tether for fusion with the vacuole in budding yeast and lysosomes in mammalian cells ([@bib2]). To examine the role of Dstyk in trafficking to the vacuole, we imaged GFP-Rab32a in WT and *spzl^-/-^* using light sheet microscopy. We focused our attention to the 48--65 hpf time window because it allows clear identification of mutants and vacuole biogenesis is still prominent in the posterior notochord. In the posterior-most part of the WT notochord we observed numerous relatively small vesicles fusing with larger structures that corresponded with the main vacuole ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 3](#video3){ref-type="video"}). More anteriorly (i.e. in older vacuoles), we could observe large (\~5 μm) pre-vacuolar compartments docking with the vacuole during a long (\~2 hr) period in which the docking site was brightly labeled by GFP-Rab32a ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads and [Video 4](#video4){ref-type="video"}), with fusion finally taking place after 2 additional hours ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, asterisks and [Video 4](#video4){ref-type="video"}). This exceedingly slow fusion process is remarkably similar to that reported recently between vacuolinos (similar to pre-vacuolar compartments referred here) and the tonoplast in plant cells ([@bib10]), and likely reflects the complexity and high energetic cost of these events. In contrast to the dynamics observed in WT, *spzl^-/-^* mutants exhibited few small vesicles, displayed docked pre-vacuolar compartments ([Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads and [Video 5](#video5){ref-type="video"}) and no obvious successful fusion events within an 18 hr span ([Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 5](#video5){ref-type="video"}). These data indicate that Dstyk activity regulates fusion of pre-vacuolar compartments with the notochord vacuole.

![Dstyk regulates fusion of pre-vacuolar carriers with the notochord vacuole.\
(**A--B**) Maximum projection of a light sheet microscopy live image of WT and *spzl^-/-^* embryos at 48hpf and 65hpf, respectively. (**C--D**) Still images from a 17 hr light sheet movie of a WT and *spzl^-/-^* embryos zebrafish embryo during vacuole biogenesis depicting vacuole fusion events. Vacuole membranes are labeled by *NFATC:gal4;UAS:GFPrab32* expression. Arrows point to GFP-Rab32 positive vesicles. Arrowheads point to large vesicle (vacuolinos) docking events. n = 2 animals per genotype. Asterisks mark fusion events. Scale bar = 100 µm.](elife-51221-fig5){#fig5}

###### Live imaging of vacuole biogenesis in WT.

Light sheet imaging of GFP-Rab32a membranes in a 48 hpf WT embryo. Note small carriers fusing with the main vacuole.

###### Slow fusion of prevacuolar membranes with notochord vacuoles.

Light sheet imaging of GFP-Rab32a membranes in a 48 hpf WT embryo. Large pre-vacuolar membranes, i. e. vacuolinos, fuse with the main vacuole after a long lag period.

###### Live imaging of vacuole biogenesis in *spzl^-/-^*.

Light sheet imaging of GFP-Rab32a membranes in a 48 hpf *spzl^-/-^* embryo. Fusion of small and large carriers to the main vacuole is impaired.

Notochord vacuoles absorb compressive vertebral bone growth locally {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

We showed that in *spzl* mutants, loss of Dstyk kinase activity blocks fusion to the vacuole membrane and that this block is associated with impaired embryonic axis elongation and kinking of the spine axis. Next, to better understand how notochord vacuoles function during spine formation and how their fragmentation is linked to axis kinking, we imaged spine formation live in WT animals. To visualize notochord vacuoles, we used an enhancer trap transgene that expresses GFP specifically in the thin cytoplasm of vacuolated cells ([@bib46]), leaving most of the cell volume as a dark space ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, asterisks). Osteoblasts were visualized using *osx:mcherry-NTR* as a marker ([@bib38]). Larvae were staged over the course of \~4 weeks using standard length ([@bib33]) as a reference.

![Notochord vacuoles absorb compressive vertebral bone growth.\
(**A**) Optical sections (left panels) of a live confocal time course during spine formation in WT fish expressing GFP in the vacuolated cells of the notochord and mCherry-NTR in osteoblasts. Asterisks mark the lumen of large vacuoles. Arrows point to vacuoles that re-orientate as they are being squeezed by the growing bone. Maximum intensity projection (right panel) of osteoblast recruitment during bone development. The indentations in the notochord result from concentric bone growth. n = 5, 8, 3, 3, 3, 2 animals respectively. (**B--D**) Schematic depicting the shape changes that occur in vacuoles (**B**), centra (**C**), and the IVD (**D**) during vertebral growth between the standard-length stages 6.2 mm and 8.7 mm. Arrowheads point to areas of the notochord with fragmented vacuoles. Arrows indicate vacuoles undergoing shape change. Asterisks mark intact vacuoles. (**E**) Average sphericity of vacuolated cells decreases during notochord development and spine formation stages. Examples of cellular shapes are illustrated above each time point on the graph. Scale bar = 50 µm. (**F**) Live confocal image of a 14 dpf larva expressing *DN-GFP-Rab32a* mosaically in the notochord. n = 4 animals. Brackets mark centra. Dotted lines outline malformed centra. Solid lines outline normal centra. *Tg(SAGFF214A:gal4); Tg(UAS:GFP); Tg(osx:NTR-mCherry)*. Scale bars are 100 µm.](elife-51221-fig6){#fig6}

Initially (4.5 mm stage), the contours of the notochord were straight and the vacuoles appeared fully inflated and of ovoid shape, remaining roughly unchanged until 6.2 mm. Then, starting around 6.9 mm we observed the initial manifestations of notochord indentations ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads) and the re-orientation of vacuoles (arrows) in a direction parallel to the AP axis of the spine. This process became more obvious as bone formation proceeded, with vertebral bone (centra) reaching a characteristic hourglass shape by 8.7 mm ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, right panels). At this point, vacuoles underneath the central portion of each centrum appeared stacked and flat; whereas, vacuoles found underneath the ends of centra were fragmented, tightly packed and bulged into the prospective intervertebral space ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panels). These data show that during spine morphogenesis as more osteoblasts are added and mineralization increases, vertebral bones grow concentrically, compressing the notochord. During this process the centra acquire an hourglass shape and the vacuolated cells seem to react locally to the compressive force generated by bone ingrowth by re-organizing into two distinct arrangements ([Figure 6B,D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To track changes in vacuolated cell shape quantitatively we calculated the sphericity index of vacuolated cells over the spine formation window using 3D renderings and found that it presents a sigmoidal behavior with a plateau during chordacentra and initial bone formation stages of (9--12 dpf), which then drops again as vacuolated cells underneath centra are flattened and become stacked during bone growth ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These direct observations in live zebrafish are consistent with histological snapshots from spine morphogenesis in mice ([@bib6]) and salmon ([@bib22]; [@bib42]), underscoring the conservation of the process.

Next, we investigated how notochord vacuole fragmentation affects vertebral bone formation. To this end we expressed a dominant-negative form of Rab32a (DN-GFP-Rab32a) in vacuolated cells to fragment vacuoles. We chose this strategy over vacuolated cell ablation because following ablation vacuolated cells are regenerated by trans-differentiation of sheath cells ([@bib12]; [@bib29]). Upon expression of DN-GFP-Rab32a in one small cluster of vacuolated cells we observed, as shown before ([@bib8]), that vacuoles fragmented in those cells. This was associated with increased indentation and bending of the notochord in those areas as centra growth proceeded ([Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Interestingly, at those locations we also observed that centra were malformed ([Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, dotted lines) and of irregular size compared to nearby centra that did not overlay fragmented vacuoles.

Together, these data show that centra growth compresses the notochord and that notochord vacuoles normally absorb locally the compressive force generated by vertebral bone growth.

Loss of notochord vacuole integrity reduces notochord rod pressure and leads to spine kinking in *spzl* mutants during vertebral bone growth {#s2-5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that in *spzl* mutants notochord vacuoles exhibit membrane fusion defects and fragment. We also showed that vacuole fragmentation leads to kinking during spine formation. To visualize this process over time we imaged spine formation in WT and *spzl* mutants using the same markers for vacuolated cells and osteoblasts as shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We observed that initially numerous vacuoles were still present, likely due to maternal load of *dstyk,* and the notochord remained straight in *spzl* mutants ([Figure 7A,B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, top panels). Then, vacuoles became progressively smaller and eventually disappeared, as judged by the labeling of the whole cell with cytoplasmic GFP. However, the notochord and developing spine remained straight until bone deposition progressed further, at which point sharp clefts could be observed in the notochord and spine kinks developed associated with malformed centra ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel, arrow). We were able to observe snapshots of this process in a single mutant animal ([Figure 7C--E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) in which areas of the notochord that retained vacuoles had a straight spine ([Figure 7F](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}); whereas, in other areas where vacuoles had been lost the notochord was highly squeezed or absent and the spine was sharply kinked ([Figure 7G--I](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This coexistence of seemingly different developmental stages and degrees of phenotypic manifestation likely reflects the temporal development of the spine in the AP direction, with older more anterior vacuolated cells likely retaining more maternal *dstyk* than those at the more caudal regions of the axis. Importantly, vertebral malformations in *spzl* mutants were not due to segmentation defects, since notochord sheath segmentation preceding vertebral bone formation ([@bib45]) occurred normally as in WT ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Loss of notochord vacuole integrity is associated with spine kinking in *spzl* mutants.\
(**A**) Live confocal imaging time course of vacuole dynamics and morphology during spine development in WT zebrafish larvae. n = 3, 6, 11, 13. (**B**) Live confocal imaging time course of vacuole dynamics and morphology during spine development in *spzl^-/-^* larvae. n = 3, 4, 8, 7. (**A--B**) Larvae express GFP in the cytoplasm of vacuolated cells and mCherry in osteoblasts. Note the progressive loss of vacuoles in *spzl^-/-^* and the straight notochord and spine prior to the onset of concentric vertebral growth. Dotted lines mark the edge of the notochord. Arrow points to a spine kink in *spzl^-/-^*. (**C**) Maximum intensity projection of a laterally oriented 29 dpf *spzl^-/-^* larva. The spine is visualized by mCherry expression in the osteoblasts. (**D--E**) Maximum intensity projections showing dorsal (**D**) and lateral (**E**) views of a 29 dpf *spzl^-/-^* larva expressing mCherry in the osteoblasts and GFP in the notochord. The anterior spine is straight while the posterior region has developed several spine kinks (**F**) Optical confocal section of the straight anterior portion of the spine. Asterisks mark intact vacuoles. (**G--I**) Optical confocal sections of the posterior notochord where vacuoles are highly fragmented or absent and the spine is highly kinked. *Gt(SAGFF214A:gal4); Tg(UAS:GFP); Tg(osx:NTR-mCherry)*. Scale bars are 100 µm.](elife-51221-fig7){#fig7}

The effect of experimental vacuole fragmentation on spine formation ([Figure 6F](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and the tight correlation between loss of notochord vacuoles, centra morphology and spine kinking suggested that the notochord of *spzl* mutants loses its internal pressure as notochord vacuoles fragment and are lost, rendering the notochord less stiff and unable to resist compression. Because measuring notochord stiffness directly in vivo is currently unfeasible and devices such as pressure gauges would not be useful for the notochord as the core is not a continuous lumen, we looked instead for ways to estimate the relative internal pressure of the notochord. Comparing live and histology images of the notochord we noticed that in WT the nuclei become compressed into bent disks as vacuoles inflate, whereas in *spzl* mutants nuclei remain spheroid in shape ([Figure 8A,B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We reasoned that as the notochord sheath forms a fairly rigid corset, inflation of vacuoles enlarges the cells, eventually displacing the nuclei and compressing them into bent disks. We therefore plotted the distribution of vacuolated cell nuclei within the notochord in histological sections of 14 dpf larvae, just prior to the onset of centra formation, and found that while in WT the nuclei are highly clustered at the periphery, in *spzl* mutants their localization is randomized ([Figure 8C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, while nuclear volume remains constant ([Figure 8D](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), nuclear shape is significantly more spherical in *spzl* mutants compared to WT ([Figure 8E--G](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate that fragmentation and loss of notochord vacuoles in *spzl* mutants leads to reduced internal notochord pressure, likely resulting in a less stiff and more easily deformable structure.

![Nuclear distribution and shape indicate that hydrostatic pressure of the notochord is decreased in *spzl* mutants.\
(**A--B**) Confocal images of cross sections of 14 dpf WT and *spzl^-/-^* larvae section. Vacuolated cells are labeled with *SAG:gal4;UAS:GFP* and nuclei are stained with DAPI. Scale bar = 50 µm (**C**) Plot of vacuolated cell nuclear distribution for WT (red, n = 29) and *spzl^-/-^* (black, n = 32). (**D**) Nuclear volume in WT and *spzl^-/-^* at 14 dpf. (**E--F**) Reconstructions of nuclei in WT (**E**) and *spzl^-/-^* (**F**) and two different viewing angles. Scale bar = 20 µm (**G**) Sphericity of WT and *spzl^-/-^* nuclei at 14 dpf. p-values were determined by an un-paired t-test using Welch's correction.](elife-51221-fig8){#fig8}

Our experimental manipulations and live imaging of *spzl* mutants suggested that upon loss of vacuoles the spine kinks as a result of vertebral bone growth. To demonstrate this is indeed the case we first imaged single WT and *spzl* mutants over the spine formation process. We observed that, as indicated above, the notochord was initially straight ([Figure 9A,B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, top panels). However, as bone formation proceeded, visualized by live calcein staining, we observed the development of a kink in the spine that became progressively shaper over time ([Figure 9A,B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). As *spzl* mutants typically develop a major kink near the posterior end of the swim bladder ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) we could follow different animals and quantify the progression of those kinks. We found that in individual mutants we could follow through the whole process, the spine kinks became increasingly sharper with the same relative progression ([Figure 9C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) along with vertebral bone growth.

![Loss of notochord vacuole integrity leads to spine kinking in *spzl* mutants during vertebral bone growth.\
(**A--B**) Individual (**A**) WT and (**B**) *spzl^-/-^* fish were incubated with calcein and imaged under a fluorescence compound microscope throughout the time course of spine development. The dotted lines mark the notochord and spine and the magenta arrows mark developing kinks in the spine over time. The solid magenta lines mark that area where we measured the angle of kinking. Scale bars are 1 mm. (**C**) Quantification of the angle of spine kinking over time. Magenta dots refer to the representative fish in panel (**B**). n = 3 for WT, n = 18 for *spzl^-/-^*. Note that axis kinking starts after the onset of mineralization and gets progressively sharper as vertebral bone grows. (**D**) Optical confocal section of WT (top) and *spzl^-/-^* (bottom) expressing GFP in the cytoplasm of notochord vacuolated cells. Dotted line label the deformation angle caused by the growing vertebrae. The radius of this angle was then used to determine the notochord deformation index. Scale bar = 100 µm. (**E**) Cartoon depicting how the notochord deformation index was calculated. Normal vertebral growth should have a notochord deformation index of \~−1. (**F**) Notochord deformation index in 6.5--7.55 mm WT (blue) and 28 dpf *spzl^-/-^* larvae (orange). Fish were matched by bone development. n = 3 for WT, n = 5 for *spzl^-/-^*. Error bars are SD. The larger deviation illustrates that lack of symmetry in the notochord deformation in the *spzl^-/-^*mutants. Black arrows point to the vertebral location of spine kinks and the magnitude (in μm) they deviate from the center line in *spzl^-/-^* mutants (n = 18). Note that most kinks occur adjacent to areas where the asymmetric notochord deformation changes in orientation. (**G**) μCT image of a 2 mpf WT vertebra. Orange arrow indicates location of canal diameter measurements. (**H**) Canal diameter measurements from vertebrae 2--10 for WT (blue) and *spzl^-/-^*(orange). The decreased size of the vertebral canal suggests the notochord is more deformable in *spzl^-/-^* respect to WT. For WT n = 5. For *spzl* mutants n = 5.](elife-51221-fig9){#fig9}

Next, we wanted to determine how the effect of vertebral bone growth impacts the notochord and how the response of the notochord to compression relates to centra and spine axis formation. To this end we first measured the shape of the notochord at \~28 dpf along the AP axis in WT and *spzl* mutants using a simple symmetry index which we calculated by fitting a circle on the dorsal and ventral curvature of notochord underneath each centrum ([Figure 9D,E](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This index approaches −1 if the notochord is compressed symmetrically. While in WT the notochord was compressed symmetrically throughout the AP axis, *spzl* mutants showed wide asymmetries that changed in orientation respect to the DV axis at two major points ([Figure 9F](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, those areas in which the direction of notochord asymmetry changed in *spzl* mutants were also associated with the most frequent position of sharp kinks in the spine ([Figure 9F](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, arrows).

Centra mineralization and notochord morphology are tightly linked {#s2-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To more accurately determine how notochord vacuole integrity defects impact vertebral bone formation, we next performed a high resolution μCT analysis. In 3D reconstructions we observed asymmetrically shaped central canals in the centra corresponding to kinked areas of the spine in *spzl* mutants ([Figure 10A,B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, dotted areas). In single imaging planes, we could clearly observe that the centra in those areas were also asymmetrically shaped in *spzl* mutants compared to WT ([Figure 10C--E](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, when we compared relative bone density throughout the skeleton we found that it is selectively increased in the spine of *spzl* mutant compared to WT ([Figure 10F--I](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that bone mineralization is regulated by the notochord. This could be due to a role for *dstyk* in osteoblasts, but we could not detect the transcript in osteoblast around the notochord ([Figure 10---figure supplement 1](#fig10s1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Vertebral malformations and increased mineralization in the spine of *spzl^-/-^* fish.\
(**A--B**) μCT images of the spine of WT (**A**) and *spzl^-/-^* (**B**) fish at 8 wpf. Vertebral canals are highlighted in blue (WT) and red (*spzl^-/-^*). (**C**) Optical section of the dotted box in (**A**) for WT. Arrows point to symmetrical vertebrae. (**D**) Optical section of the dotted box in (**B**). Arrowheads point to the vertebral asymmetry in *spzl^-/-^* associated with the spine kink. (**E**) Vertebral symmetry index, calculated as in [Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, of WT and *spzl^-/-^* obtained from the spine kinking area. Numbers correspond to vertebra number counted from the first rib bearing vertebra. (**F--G**) μCT reconstruction of 6wpf WT and *spzl^-/-^* mutant zebrafish. The reconstructions were pseudo-colored to show relative bone density. (**H--I**) Magnified insets of the spine for WT and *spzl^-/-^*. Scale bar = 1 mm.](elife-51221-fig10){#fig10}

The link between loss of notochord vacuoles and increased centra mineralization prompted us to investigate whether the converse is also true, that is that increased mineralization can induce notochord vacuole loss. To this end we treated WT larvae with retinoic acid (RA) to induce premature and increased centra mineralization as shown previously ([@bib23]; [@bib40]). Treatment of larvae for one week, starting at 14 dpf, with 100 nM RA led to increased centra mineralization as expected and also caused premature stacking of vacuolated cells in 6 mm larvae compared to DMSO controls ([Figure 11A,B](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Later on, as mineralization progressed even further notochord vacuoles were almost completely lost and the notochord was highly compressed in RA treated compared to DMSO controls ([Figure 11C,D](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).

![Notochord vacuole morphology and arrangement is altered with increasing or decreasing mineralization.\
(**A, C**) Live confocal images of fish treated with 0.0002% DMSO for 1 week at 6.0 mm and 6.5--7 mm respectively. (**B, D**) Live confocal images of fish treated with 100 nM RA for 1 week at 6.0 mm and 6.5--7 mm respectively. Fish expressed *nfatc:gal4;UAS:mcherry* in the notochord and were stained with calcein to label centra. Scale bar = 100 µm. n = 3 for DMSO control and RA treatment. Notochord is outlined with a dotted white line. White arrows point to areas of increased mineralization, blue arrows point to the floor plate. Arrowheads indicate areas of increased vacuole fragmentation. Asterisks mark vacuolated cell stacking. (**E**) Live confocal image of a 7.5 mm WT zebrafish stained with Cell Trace to visualize internal membranes and live alizarin to label mineralized bone, n = 3. (**F**) Live confocal image of a 7.5 mm *nob^hu3718^* stained with Cell Trace and alizarin red to label bone. n = 3. Black arrows point to vacuolated cells undergoing shape change. Asterisks mark stacked vacuolated cells. White arrows point to centra stained with alizarin red. v indicates rounded vacuoles that have not undergone shape change, fragmentation, or stacking. The notochord is outlined with a dotted fuchsia line. Scale bar = 100 µm. (**G--H**) Cryosections of a 9.5 mm WT (**G**) and *nob^hu3718^* (**H**) larvae stained with WGA (green) and alizarin red (magenta). Brackets indicate IVD domains. Arrows point to mineralized centra. The notochord is outlined with a dotted white line. Arrowheads point to mesenchymal condensations. Scale bar = 100 µm.](elife-51221-fig11){#fig11}

To explore the relationship between centra mineralization and notochord morphology further we examined *entpd5* (*nob*) mutants, which are unable to mineralize ([@bib20]). To this end we followed notochord vacuole morphology and bone mineralization using Cell Trace and alizarin red staining respectively in live WT and *nob* mutants and found that loss of mineralization reduces notochord deformation and prevents vacuolated cell stacking ([Figure 11E,F](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). At the 9.5 mm stage when mineralization of centra was advanced in WT, but absent in mutants, using histological sections we could readily detect vacuolated cell rearrangement into centra and IVD areas in WT, but not in *nob* mutants. These data indicate that bone mineralization leads to compression of the notochord and vacuole rearrangement.

Together, these data show that upon fragmentation or loss of notochord vacuoles, the notochord presents a phenotype consistent with reduced internal pressure. This renders the notochord more easily deformable, leading to asymmetric compression of the notochord during vertebral bone growth, ultimately causing vertebral malformation and spine kinking. Altogether, our findings reveal a crucial mechanical role for notochord vacuoles in proper spine formation during vertebral bone growth.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study we have investigated the role of notochord vacuoles during spine morphogenesis. Using the experimental advantages of the zebrafish model, we showed that the fluid filled vacuoles allow the notochord to function as a hydrostatic scaffold during spine morphogenesis. Our studies revealed that as the vertebral bones grow concentrically into the notochord, vacuoles absorb compressive centra growth symmetrically and locally by rearranging and fragmenting ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). When notochord vacuoles are fragmented or lost prior to bone formation, the notochord rod appears to lose its internal pressure and deforms asymmetrically during centra growth, leading to vertebral malformations and kinking of the spine axis ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). These results uncover a role for notochord vacuoles in vertebral bone morphogenesis and suggest CS in humans can develop independently of vertebral segmentation defects.

The stereotypical arrangement of vacuolated cells within the confinement of the tubular notochord sheath ([@bib32]), embryonic axis elongation ([@bib8]), and symmetric vertebral bone growth during spine formation (this work) all critically depend on the mechanical properties of the notochord, which are largely imparted by the behavior of its vacuoles. When fusion of membranes to the vacuole is impaired during embryogenesis (e.g. *spzl* mutants), vacuolated cells do not fully expand and vacuoles fragment further, allowing cells to re-arrange more easily within the notochord ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). This results in more tightly packed cells within a rod that seems to have low internal pressure and thus a limited ability to support axis elongation and proper spine formation ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In our working model of how notochord vacuoles functions during vertebral bone growth ([Figure 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}), we propose that the capacity to fragment during spine formation is key for cushioning vertebral bone ingrowth locally, thereby allowing symmetric centra formation. Conversely, early loss or fragmentation of vacuoles renders the notochord less stiff and more prone to deformation and unable to absorb bone growth locally during spine formation.

![Working model depicting the proposed mechanism of notochord vacuole function.\
(**A**) Schematic depicting vacuole dynamics during spine formation in WT. Large and fully inflated vacuoles (vacuole lumen in light green) can rearrange under the growing centra and fragment in the inter-vertebral domain to absorb locally the compression generated by bone growth. (**B**) Schematic depicting localized loss of vacuoles driven by mosaic genetic manipulation. Vacuoles are lost in some cells in a confined area, leaving an increased amount of cytoplasm (dark green). Vacuole loss renders the notochord more deformable, causing asymmetric centra growth and spine kinking. Normal vacuole behavior around the affected area insulates the defect to one are. (**C**) Schematic depicting the effect of global loss of vacuoles in *spzl* mutants. Vacuoles are smaller and are progressively lost prior to centra development. Compressive centra growth can no longer be absorbed locally, leading to loss of compartmentalization and the development of spine kinks at various points of the axis. Blue arrows indicate degree of notochord deformations.](elife-51221-fig12){#fig12}

The occurrence of kinks at two major sites along the AP axis of the spine when vacuoles are lost globally ([Figure 9F](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that the entire structure becomes mechanically coupled into one hydrostatic mechanism in *spzl* mutants. This behavior may help explain the change in notochord design from the ancestral continuous hollow tube found in early chordates to the vertebrate structure in which the lumen is compartmentalized into multiple vacuoles. In addition to the local mechanical effects, it is also important to note that the exact location, orientation and magnitude of deformations occurring in the notochord and spine are likely also influenced by organism-wide mechanics. These include locomotion and the spatial constraint of other organs such as the swim bladder that can alter the way forces act on the axis. It will be interesting to pursue these ideas by building physical and theoretical models that may allow more precise definition and understating of the mechanical forces acting on the notochord during spine formation.

Our results clearly show that vacuole fusion regulated by Dstyk kinase activity is a critical cellular process that impacts whole axial development. One possibility is that Dstyk controls fusion of membrane with the vacuole by regulating a direct effector of fusion such as Vps41, which in yeast regulates fusion with the vacuole membrane ([@bib2]). However, the phosphorylation site in Vps41 crucial for fusion is not conserved in zebrafish and we have yet not been able to identify alternative candidate effectors regulated by Dstyk. Alternatively, it is also possible that Dstyk acts more indirectly as a master regulator via transcriptional control. Nevertheless, our imaging data indicate that the last step of fusion with the vacuole is highly complex, taking up to 4 hr ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and likely represents the limiting step in vacuole biogenesis and maintenance. On the other hand, the differential behavior of vacuolated cells beneath growing centra and in the prospective intervertebral space ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}) also suggests that vacuole fragmentation is selectively regulated during spine formation.

One important conclusion of our study is that vertebral patterning is not solely dependent on vertebral segmentation, which occurs normally in *dstyk* mutants ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, vertebral malformations, and likely also CS in humans, can result from altered paraxial mesoderm segmentation ([@bib39]), defective mechanical regulation (this study), or alterations in the notochord sheath that produce a kinked scaffold without directly altering vertebral segmentation ([@bib14]). These findings suggest that while the notochord structure and specific processes such as segmentation may differ across different vertebrate groups ([@bib11]), core mechanical roles of the notochord in vertebral and spine axis patterning are conserved. Our results also suggest that the mineralizing activity of osteoblasts is subject to mechanical feedback and that notochord morphology and centra mineralization are crossregulated ([Figures 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Understanding how this process is controlled may ultimately allow more effective correction of spine defects.

Previous human genetic studies have linked *DSTYK* to renal agenesis ([@bib24]; [@bib37]). However, we did not detect overt kidney defects in zebrafish *dstyk* mutants ([Figure 9---figure supplement 1](#fig9s1){ref-type="fig"}). This discrepancy may be due to the fact that the variants reported in humans do not affect the kinase domain and could thus reflect other developmental roles of this protein. It is also important to consider that genetic association studies cannot definitively assign causality to genetic variants and there is some controversy about the pathogenicity of *DSTYK* variants ([@bib19]). Moreover, genetic association studies may also be compounded by complex genetic interactions with other genes that may be different or not present in our experimental model. Alternatively, the function of Dstyk may not be conserved across vertebrates. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that some human patients with seemingly pathological variants in *DSTYK* also presented scoliosis ([@bib24]). Determining whether mutations in this gene lead to CS in humans will require a dedicated study.

In conclusion, this work shows that notochord vacuoles play a crucial role in spine formation during vertebral bone growth.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Fish stocks {#s4-1}
-----------

Zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) were used in accordance with Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines. Zebrafish (Danio rerio) stocks were maintained at 28°C and bred as previously described ([@bib44]). Zebrafish were raised in a circulating aquarium in tanks housing 1--10 fish/L. Genotype of zebrafish is specified in each figure legend. Male and female breeders from 3 to 9 months of age were used to generate fish for all experiments. 5--6 dpf zebrafish larvae from the Ekkwill (EK) or AB/TL background were used in this study. Strains generated for this study: *dstyk^pd1133^; spzl^s739^*. The *spzl^s739^* allele was identified in an unrelated ENU based forward genetic screen that will be published elsewhere. Briefly, males were mutagenized using ENU and mated to WT females, F1 fish were then in-crossed to generate F2 families. Pairs from F2 families were then mated and F3 fish were screened for various recessive phenotypes. *spzl^s739^* was identified serendipitously as an adult viable mutation causing shortening and kinking of the AP axis.

Previously published strains: *Tg*(*rcn3:gal4*)*pd* 1023, *Tg(UAS:GFP-rab32a; cmlc2:GFP)pd*1083, *Tg(rcn3:GFPrab32a)pd1153* ([@bib8]); *Gt(Gal4FF)nksagff214a* ([@bib46]); *TgBAC(entpd5a:pkRED), Tg(nfatc-gal4*) and *Tg(col9a2:GFPCaaX)pd115* ([@bib12]); *Tg(col8a1a:GFPCaaX)pd pd1152* ([@bib12]); *Tg(osx:mcherry-NTR)pd43* ([@bib38]); *nob^hu3718^* ([@bib20]).

DNA constructs {#s4-2}
--------------

All constructs used for mosaic expression were generated using the same cloning strategies as before ([@bib12]). The kinase dead, *rcn3:dstykD757N:p2aGFP,* construct was made by using the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (NEB).

Exome sequencing and mapping {#s4-3}
----------------------------

DNA extraction, exome capture, sequencing, and positional cloning were performed exactly as we described previously ([@bib36]). Data were analyzed using SNPtrack ([@bib25]). The number of animals analyzed and recombinants observed from positional mapping are presented in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

In situ hybridization {#s4-4}
---------------------

To make in situ probes for *dstyk*, dstyk was amplified from cDNA using the following primers: dstyk_probe_F, 5' TGATGTCCGGCAGTATCGTG 3'; dstyk_probe_R, 5' TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCCATCTAAAAAGGAGCGTCGG 3'. Using the T7 promoter sequence included in the reverse primer, the PCR products were subjected to in vitro transcription using T7 RNA Polymerase (NEB). All in vitro transcription reactions were performed with DIG RNA Labeling Mix (Roche) to make digoxygenin-labeled RNA. In situ hybridization for dstyk was performed as described previously ([@bib31]). Briefly, EK embryos were fixed in 4% PFA, dehydrated in 100% MeOH, and rehydrated. Then samples were digested with Proteinase K, hybridized with in situ probes, washed multiple times, incubated with secondary antibody, and stained using BM-Purple (Roche). Images were acquired on a Discovery V20 stereoscope (Zeiss).

Genome editing and genotyping {#s4-5}
-----------------------------

Mutant lines were generated using CRISPR/Cas9. *dstyk* mutants were generated using CRISPRs targeting exon 7. Guide RNAs targeted sequences; dstyk-1--5′ GGTCAATCCTCCAGCCATCA 3′, dstyk-2--5' GGCGGCGCTCAGGCTCTCGA. Zebrafish embryos were injected at the one-cell stage with 50 pg total of guide RNA. Genotyping for both *dstyk* CRISPRs were performed using primers: forward, CCCGCTCATCTGATTACCCA; reverse, GGAGTGTGTGACCTGTCGTA. *spzl^-/-^* fish were genotyped using the same *dstyk* genotyping primers listed above. PCR products were then digested using the btgzI enzyme to distinguish WT and mutant bands.

RNA isolation and reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) {#s4-6}
----------------------------------------------------

RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's protocol. cDNA was synthesized using Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). To generate cDNA for RT-PCR for *dstyk* the polydT primer was used for reverse transcription cDNA synthesis. Primers used for RT-PCR were; *dstyk*\_RT_F ATGGAGAACCCGCAGAAGCCCCGG, and *dstyk*\_RT_R TCAGTTGGAGTCCTCCAGGC.

RA treatment {#s4-7}
------------

A 10 mM stock solution was made with all-trans RA (Sigma) and prepared in DMSO as described in [@bib23]; [@bib40]. At 14 dpf, 10 fish expressing *nfatc:gal4;UAS:mcherry* were put in 1L of fish water with 200 nM RA, 100 nM RA, and 0.0002% DMSO control, each in triplicate. Tanks were kept in the dark and the water and RA dose was changed daily. After 1 week of treatment, the surviving fish were stained with calcein, mounted and imaged as described below.

Microscopy {#s4-8}
----------

Whole-mount confocal live imaging was performed on the Fluoview FV3000 (Olympus) with 30×/1.05 silicone oil objective (Olympus) and Fluoview software (Olympus). Fish were mounted on to glass bottom dishes in a 1.5% agarose mixture of egg water and 0.02% tricaine.

We also used an SP5 upright confocal microscope (Leica), using a 20x/0.70 HC PL APO oil objective (Leica) and Application Suite software (Leica). Fish were mounted on to slides with a small pool of 3% methylcellulose and 1X tricaine, encircled in a ring of vacuum grease. Coverslips were then placed on top to allow for imaging. We utilized the DIC images were taken with an Axio Imager.M1 microscope with 10 ×/0.3 EC Plan-NeoFluar objective, an AxioCamMRm camera, and AxioVision software (all from Carl Zeiss). Whole-mount imaging for body length measurements and skeletal preps were performed on a Zeiss Stereo Discovery.V20 microscope with 1.0x Achromat S FWD 63 mm objective (Carl Zeiss).

Whole-mount imaging for body length measurements and skeletal preps were performed on a Zeiss Stereo Discovery.V20 microscope with 1.0x Achromat S FWD 63 mm objective (Carl Zeiss).

Calcein imaging was done using an AX10 Zoom V116 Zeiss microscope equipped with a Plan Neofluar Z 1x objective and Zen software (Carl Zeiss). Fish were mounted on small plastic dishes in a mixture of 3% methylcellulose and 1X tricaine.

Light sheet microscopy was done using a Lightsheet Z.1 detection optics 20×/1.0 (water immersion) (Carl Zeiss). Fish were mounted in low melt agarose.

When necessary, images were minimally processed in ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health) for brightness. Image stitching was done in Fluoview software (Olympus).

Image processing and 3D renderings {#s4-9}
----------------------------------

For all reconstructions, images were taken using a vacuolated cell specific line which labels the plasma membrane of the vacuolated cells (*col8a1a:GFPCaaX*). Images were acquired and stitched as described above. All renderings and reconstructions were made using Imaris v. 9.0.0 and 9.1.2 software (Bitplane USA, Concord, MA) as described previously ([@bib32]). Notochord renderings were created using both the *surface* and *cells* features (Imaris software, v. 9.0.0 and 9.1.2, respectively). Volume and sphericity measurements were also taken from these renderings.

Cell arrangement patterns were determined as previously published ([@bib32]).

To determine nuclear shapes, 14 dpf larvae expressing *SAG:gal4;UAS:GFP* were fixed in 4% PFA overnight and sectioned as previously described ([@bib1]). Sections were then stained with DAPI (Vector Laboratiories) and mounted using Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech). Imaris was used as described above to reconstruct nuclei expressing both the vacuole marker and DAPI. Volume and sphericity measurements were also determined as described above.

The sphericity of vacuolated cells was determined by using the ratio of the surface area of a sphere with the same volume as each given cell to the surface area of that cell. Cell volume and cell surface area values were obtained using the cells feature in Imaris. Cell volumes were used to calculate the radius of a sphere of equal volume and then the radius of sphere of equal volume was used to calculate the corresponding surface area. The sphericity of the vacuolated cell nuclei was generated by the surfaces feature in Imaris.

Vital stains and histological methods {#s4-10}
-------------------------------------

The vital dye Cell Trace (Molecular Probes) and calcein (Sigma) were used for some live imaging as described before ([@bib8]).

For in vivo alizarin red staining, a 0.01% ARS solution was prepared in egg water as previously described ([@bib3]). Zebrafish were submerged in the solution for 15 min prior to imaging or fixation.

For skeletal preparations, zebrafish between 21 dpf-2 mpf were fixed in 4% PFA and eviscerated. They were then stained with alizarin red as previously described [@bib8], and treated with 1% KOH to clear tissue from the bone. Once the skeleton was clear of tissue, the spine was imaged as indicated above.

Cryosectioning and staining with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) {#s4-11}
------------------------------------------------------------

Late stage WT and *nob^hu3718^* larvae (7.5 mm-9 mm SL) were stained with live alizarin red and fixed in 4% PFA. Fish were then cryopreserved in 30% sucrose and embedded in OCT for cryo-sectioning. 12 µm sagittal sections were collected and subsequently stained with DAPI and WGA Alexa Fluor 488. Sections were then mounted with Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech) and imaged using a Leica SP8 inverted confocal microscope.

Micro-computed tomography (μCT) analysis {#s4-12}
----------------------------------------

Samples were fixed with paraformaldehyde and placed inside a low-density foam mold. Scanning was performed on a SkyScan 1275 high resolution μCT system (Bruker, Kontich, Belgium) with an x-ray source voltage and current of 50 kV and 200 μA respectively. Over 2800 projection images were generated over 360° with a 0.1° rotation step and 6 averaging frames, isotropic resolution was 10.5 μm. Thresholding, ring artifact reduction, and beam hardening corrections were consistent across on all scans during reconstruction using NRecon (Bruker, Kontich, Belgium). Reconstructed BMP slices were analyzed using Amira 6.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA). Density heatmaps were generated with the volume rendering module and physics load transfer function, canal measurements were taken with the 2D measurement tool, and optical sections were generated with the orthoslice module.
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**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for submitting your article \"Notochord vacuoles absorb compressive bone growth during zebrafish spine formation\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor, Lila Solnica-Krezel, who also read the manuscript. Richard White served as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

There were different perspectives on the novelty and significance of the findings. One view is that this work presents important new insights into the critical role of notochordal vacuoles in the mechanical regulation of spinal column formation. Results suggest that clinically, conditions associated with vacuole fragmentation may result in congenital spinal deformity. A different perspective is that after Ellis et al., 2013 paper from these authors, providing the first link between defects in the notochord vacuoles, spine skeleton and scoliosis, the novelty of the findings presented in this manuscript is rather limited. In particular, as no data on the molecular mechanisms underlying the role of Dstyk during vacuole formation or maintenance are provided.

Overall, the manuscript is very well written, the data are of highest technical quality, the images are beautiful and the conclusions are sound. In addition, the findings are very interesting, but not entirely novel. Moreover, the key thesis of the manuscript that *dstyk* functions in the notochord to regulate vacuole morphogenesis and their ability to resist compressive forces during bone growth, requires further experimental support. Experimentally addressing this question as well as the role of vacuole fragmentation within intervertebral regions and testing function of maternally contributed *dstyk* function, would significantly strengthen the manuscript. The manuscript has a very good chance to improve significantly even within two months of revisions, when analyses on the intrinsic role of the notochord during spine formation are extended.

Essential revisions:

1\) The authors interpret the spine phenotype of *dstyk* mutants as evidence for an essential role of notochord cells for proper spine formation and to avoid scoliosis, contrasting other scoliosis disease genes that act in the paraxial mesoderm. However, while this interpretation is most likely correct, zebrafish *dstyk* is also expressed in other tissues, while mutations in human have been implicated with kidney agenesis. In this light, it should be more rigorously shown that it is indeed the loss of Dstyk function in the notochord that leads to the spine defects.

The authors should extend their in situ hybridization analyses to show how long Dstyk is expressed in the notochord and whether or whether not it is also expressed in paraxial mesoderm and osteoblasts.

Furthermore, the analyses on the notochord-specific requirement of Dstyk should be extended. The rescue experiments via injection of DNA constructs driving expression of labelled wild-type under the control of the rcn3 promoter provide first evidence. However, at least the rescue shown for the representative example in Figure 2L,M is not very convincing (isn\'t the indicated vacuole far too large?). Also, it is not clear whether the transgene was only expressed in notochordal cells (the endogenous rcn3 gene also shows other expression domains, e.g. in the floorplate and the somites). This needs to be clearly stated. If the transgene was not exclusively expressed in the notochord, it would be helpful to generate mosaics via cell or shield transplantation experiments to investigate whether a wild-type notochord in a mutant host leads to normal spine development and whether a mutant notochord in a wild-type host leads to spine defects as in regular mutants. Here, to more specifically target notochord cells, the authors might want to generate mosaics by transplanting wild-type cells directly into the shield of *dstyk* mutants and vice versa. These studies should definitively not take longer than two months.

2\) Loss of zygotic Dstyp function does not affect the initial formation, but only the later maintenance of notochord vacuoles. In addition, it does not affect anterior, but only posterior regions of the spine. The authors propose that this might be due to a maternal supply of *dstyk* gene products that compensates for the zygotic loss. However, no such maternal expression or function is shown thus far, even though the Zebrafish Expression Atlas online tool https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/experiments/E-ERAD-475/Results shows strong maternal *dstyk* expression. Therefore, the authors should add pre-MBT stages to their in situ hybridizations in Figure 2, complemented by RT-PCR analyses to demonstrate maternal *dstyk* expression. Furthermore, if homozygous females are fertile or can be successfully squeezed for in vitro fertilization, maternal-zygotic mutants should be generated and investigated for earlier defects in notochord vacuole formation.

3\) The conclusion from Figure 7G that bone mineralization is mechanically regulated, based solely on apparent increased mineralization in mutants is too speculative. Have the authors explored whether *dstyk* is expressed in osteoblasts? For example, have the ISH experiments in Figure 2E been performed at later stages of development (after the onset of mineralization)? If so, this could present an additional/alternative explanation for the bone defects observed.

4\) In light of the observed vacuole fragmentation of notochord cells within intervertebral regions (thus not exposed to mechanical pressure from the mineralized bone of the forming centra), it would be interesting to study vacuole shapes in fish with expanded centra mineralization (e.g. after treatment with retinoic acid) and in the absence of bone mineralization (e.g. in the no bone mutant). Unaltered vacuole fragmentation patterns under such conditions would strongly point to a notochord-intrinsic patterning mechanism and be of broad significance. Hence, the authors should extend on their observation that even in wild types, the vacuoles within the intervertebral spaces undergo fragmentation. Thus, it would be important to investigate whether this segmented vacuole fragmentation is an intrinsic feature of the notochord or whether it depends on mechanical forces resulting from the biomineralization of the centra -- which in turn could be under the control of external regulators. For these studies, no complex genetic scenarios are required. The authors would for instance just need plain no bone / *entpd5a* mutants (stained with Boedipy TR methylester dye) or wild-type or *Tg(SAGFF214A:gal4); Tg(UAS:GFP)* fish treated with retinoic acid or DEAB and analyzed at a standard length of 8.7 mm (3-4 weeks of age). Thus, also these studies could be completed within two months.

Title: With respect to the title, it would be more appropriate to say the vacuoles \"resist\" rather than \"absorb\" compressive one growth.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Notochord vacuoles absorb compressive bone growth during zebrafish spine formation\" for further consideration by *eLife*. Your revised article has been evaluated by Richard White (Senior Editor) and a Reviewing Editor.

The manuscript has been improved and the authors largely addressed the questions and concerns of the reviewers. The revisions significantly strengthened the manuscripts. This work significantly advances our understanding of how the notochord and notochord vacuoles influence spine morphogenesis and identify an essential role of Dstyk/Spatzle kinase in vacuole fusion. However, there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

1\) This revised manuscript provides many lines of evidence to support the model whereby notochord vacuoles generate pressure and their size/shape underlies the notochord pressure required for proper spine formation. However, as the authors note, current methods do not allow for direct pressure measurements in the notochord. Therefore, many of the conclusions, including \"...upon fragmentation or loss of notochord vacuoles, the notochord loses its internal pressure\" are inferences. These conclusions should be accordingly phrased.

2\) The authors state \"In contrast, mutations affecting several different tissues can cause AIS; these tissues include the neural tube (Grimes et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2014; Sternberg et al., 2018), cartilage (Karner et al., 2015), and paraxial mesoderm (Haller et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017).\" Liu et al., 2017 did not attribute the scoliosis phenotype in stat3 zebrafish mutants to its function in paraxial mesoderm. One possible mechanism proposed, was a correlation between the onset of a massive inflammation and scoliosis phenotype in these mutant fish.

3\) Several figures are still not labeled with developmental stage information. Please add hpf or dpf to Figure 1 panels E,F,G, and whenever appropriate.

4\) In revised Figure 3F please ensure that all allele numbers are in italics.

5\) Please use capital letters: Zspzl and MZspzl to indicate zygotic and maternal zygotic adjectives in text and figures, otherwise these symbols merge with the gene name abbreviation and are confusing.

6\) Figure 6 is beautiful and informative. This reviewer understands that proper staging at these later stages is provided in mm and the corresponding calendar time differs between fish facilities, but panels A-D show staging in mm and E,F in dpf. Could both staging measures be provided?

7\) In addition, what is the genotype of animals shown in F? From the text one learns that this is localized overexpression of *DN-GFP-Rab32a*, this should be indicated in the figure.

8\) \"...and devises such as pressure gauges\" -- do the authors mean \"devices\"?

10.7554/eLife.51221.sa2

Author response

> Summary:
>
> There were different perspectives on the novelty and significance of the findings. One view is that this work presents important new insights into the critical role of notochordal vacuoles in the mechanical regulation of spinal column formation. Results suggest that clinically, conditions associated with vacuole fragmentation may result in congenital spinal deformity. A different perspective is that after Ellis et al., 2013 paper from these authors, providing the first link between defects in the notochord vacuoles, spine skeleton and scoliosis, the novelty of the findings presented in this manuscript is rather limited. In particular, as no data on the molecular mechanisms underlying the role of Dstyk during vacuole formation or maintenance are provided.
>
> Overall, the manuscript is very well written, the data are of highest technical quality, the images are beautiful and the conclusions are sound. In addition, the findings are very interesting, but not entirely novel. Moreover, the key thesis of the manuscript that dstyk functions in the notochord to regulate vacuole morphogenesis and their ability to resist compressive forces during bone growth, requires further experimental support. Experimentally addressing this question as well as the role of vacuole fragmentation within intervertebral regions and testing function of maternally contributed dstyk function, would significantly strengthen the manuscript. The manuscript has a very good chance to improve significantly even within two months of revisions, when analyses on the intrinsic role of the notochord during spine formation are extended.

We thank the reviewers for their insightful comments and for their kind words praising the quality of our manuscript. We agree it was needed to further explore and substantiate some of the more mechanistic findings to strengthen our conclusions. We feel that the changes and additions we introduced have significantly improved our manuscript.

We would like to address here the issue of novelty by providing our perspective. We believe this work provides new mechanistic insight into the role of notochord vacuoles in spine formation that go well beyond what we showed previously in Ellis et al., 2013. Specifically, we show that loss of vacuole integrity leads to vertebral malformations during bone growth, and that vacuolated cells respond to compressive bone growth by stacking and fragmenting vacuoles to absorb bone growth. These are in our view novel mechanistic insights. With respect to Dstyk function, we show that the kinase activity regulates membrane fusion and that fusion of pre-vacuolar compartments (i.e. vacuolinos) is a rate limiting step. While we have not identified phosphorylation targets of Dstyk we were able to define its developmental function.

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) The authors interpret the spine phenotype of dstyk mutants as evidence for an essential role of notochord cells for proper spine formation and to avoid scoliosis, contrasting other scoliosis disease genes that act in the paraxial mesoderm. However, while this interpretation is most likely correct, zebrafish dstyk is also expressed in other tissues, while mutations in human have been implicated with kidney agenesis. In this light, it should be more rigorously shown that it is indeed the loss of Dstyk function in the notochord that leads to the spine defects.
>
> The authors should extend their in situ hybridization analyses to show how long Dstyk is expressed in the notochord and whether or whether not it is also expressed in paraxial mesoderm and osteoblasts.

We can detect the *dstyk* transcript in the notochord by ISH until about 72 hpf. However, because vacuolated cells never divide after differentiation gene products therefore persist for a long time. This is why vacuole loss is progressive and it takes several days for the phenotype to fully manifest.

To investigate whether *dstyk* is expressed in the paraxial mesoderm and osteoblasts we performed ISH in cryosections at relevant stages and were not able to detect any trace of the *dstyk* transcript, while *osterix* expression in osteoblast was prominent. We have added a supplemental figure with these data.

> Furthermore, the analyses on the notochord-specific requirement of Dstyk should be extended. The rescue experiments via injection of DNA constructs driving expression of labelled wild-type under the control of the rcn3 promoter provide first evidence. However, at least the rescue shown for the representative example in Figure 2L,M is not very convincing (isn\'t the indicated vacuole far too large?).

We thank the reviewers for pointing this out. Indeed, we consistently observe that cells overexpressing Dstyk have larger vacuoles. We also detected that when sheath cells overexpressed Dstyk they appeared to make vacuoles. To investigate this further we injected our construct into a line that carries a sheath cell marker and observed, as shown in the revised Figure 4, that they clearly make vacuoles, thus strengthening our conclusions. This is consistent with previous work showing that vacuolated cells can regenerate lost vacuolated cells and suggests Dstyk may be important for notochord regeneration, we plan to test this idea in future work.

> Also, it is not clear whether the transgene was only expressed in notochordal cells (the endogenous rcn3 gene also shows other expression domains, e.g. in the floorplate and the somites). This needs to be clearly stated.

In our rescue experiments we have consistent expression in notochord cells only, sheath and vacuolated cells, and not in the floor plate. We only scored larvae in which cell autonomous effects are clear, i. e. single expressing cells not surrounding by other expressing cells. We are confident about these results and have added more examples to the figure, along with the sheath cell phenotype mentioned above.

> If the transgene was not exclusively expressed in the notochord, it would be helpful to generate mosaics via cell or shield transplantation experiments to investigate whether a wild-type notochord in a mutant host leads to normal spine development and whether a mutant notochord in a wild-type host leads to spine defects as in regular mutants. Here, to more specifically target notochord cells, the authors might want to generate mosaics by transplanting wild-type cells directly into the shield of dstyk mutants and vice versa. These studies should definitively not take longer than two months.

We attempted this experiment several times, but we unfortunately were unable to generate viable embryos following transplants. Clearly, this is a traditional experimental skill that we need to learn from experts, nobody at Duke has expertise with cell transplantation. However, we feel this point is adequately addressed by our rescue and loss of function data.

> 2\) Loss of zygotic Dstyp function does not affect the initial formation, but only the later maintenance of notochord vacuoles. In addition, it does not affect anterior, but only posterior regions of the spine. The authors propose that this might be due to a maternal supply of dstyk gene products that compensates for the zygotic loss. However, no such maternal expression or function is shown thus far, even though the Zebrafish Expression Atlas online tool https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/experiments/E-ERAD-475/Results shows strong maternal dstyk expression. Therefore, the authors should add pre-MBT stages to their in situ hybridizations in Figure 2, complemented by RT-PCR analyses to demonstrate maternal dstyk expression. Furthermore, if homozygous females are fertile or can be successfully squeezed for in vitro fertilization, maternal-zygotic mutants should be generated and investigated for earlier defects in notochord vacuole formation.

We thank the reviewers for the suggestion. To answer this point, we performed ISH at the once-cell stage and detected robust expression of *dstyk* as expected, shown in a panel added to the corresponding figure, and also detect the transcript by RT-PCR (not shown). We also generated mz mutants and found they present very severe early phenotypes, perhaps pointing to a role in oogenesis. In embryos that survive through notochord morphogenesis we found that vacuolated cells differentiate, but do not make vacuoles. This result, our rescue experiments and our imaging data strongly support a role for *dstyk* in vacuole biogenesis. We have added a supplemental figure to illustrate the mz mutant phenotypes.

> 3\) The conclusion from Figure 7G that bone mineralization is mechanically regulated, based solely on apparent increased mineralization in mutants is too speculative. Have the authors explored whether dstyk is expressed in osteoblasts? For example, have the ISH experiments in Figure 2E been performed at later stages of development (after the onset of mineralization)? If so, this could present an additional/alternative explanation for the bone defects observed.

We agree the statement was too speculative at that point of the manuscript and have modified it. To answer the specific question, we performed ISH (please see answer to point 1) and found *dstyk* is not seem to be expressed in osteoblasts.

> 4\) In light of the observed vacuole fragmentation of notochord cells within intervertebral regions (thus not exposed to mechanical pressure from the mineralized bone of the forming centra), it would be interesting to study vacuole shapes in fish with expanded centra mineralization (e.g. after treatment with retinoic acid) and in the absence of bone mineralization (e.g. in the no bone mutant). Unaltered vacuole fragmentation patterns under such conditions would strongly point to a notochord-intrinsic patterning mechanism and be of broad significance. Hence, the authors should extend on their observation that even in wild types, the vacuoles within the intervertebral spaces undergo fragmentation. Thus, it would be important to investigate whether this segmented vacuole fragmentation is an intrinsic feature of the notochord or whether it depends on mechanical forces resulting from the biomineralization of the centra -- which in turn could be under the control of external regulators. For these studies, no complex genetic scenarios are required. The authors would for instance just need plain no bone / entpd5a mutants (stained with Boedipy TR methylester dye) or wild-type or Tg(SAGFF214A:gal4); Tg(UAS:GFP) fish treated with retinoic acid or DEAB and analyzed at a standard length of 8.7 mm (3-4 weeks of age). Thus, also these studies could be completed within two months.

We thank the reviewers for these insightful suggestions. We carried out the suggested experiments as well as others that complement and extend those and other related observations.

We have added new data with a thorough quantitative characterization of WT and mutant vacuolated cells including their arrangement and morphological features that help explain the axis elongation defects. We also wanted to somehow determine whether vacuole fragmentation leads to a loss of internal notochord pressure and the results are striking. We figured out that as a consequence of vacuole inflation the vacuolated cell nuclei become displaced to the periphery of the notochord core and are deformed into bent disks. By contrast, in *spzl* mutants the nuclei are uniformly distributed throughout the notochord core and the vacuolated cell nuclei are more spherical. These data have been added to the new Figure 8.

To analyze the effect of notochord compression on vacuolated cell shape and arrangement we monitored quantitatively how cell shapes change over time using 3D renderings. We found that first with chordacentra formation and then with bone growth there is a significant change in morphology that is characterized by the emergence of highly elliptical cells, i.e. the cells that are stacked underneath centra. We have added these data to Figure 6.

To determine the effect of mineralization on vacuolated cells we monitored the notochord in *nob* mutants as suggested. We had heterozygous fish in the lab, but without the transgenes in the background, which made the analyses more difficult. We used the Bodipy TR methylester (Cell Trace) dye as far into development as it is possible and then switched to cryosections and WGA stainings. Initially, there is some level of compression from mesenchymal condensations, but these do not progress and as a result the early stages of vacuolated cell stacking are not apparent. Then, once bone mineralization has progressed in WT a clear distinction in vacuolated cell arrangements can be seen, with IVDs clearly bulging and vacuolated cells packing tightly. This reorganization of vacuolated cells does not occur in *nob* mutants, which retain the early arrangement. We would have liked to monitor this process at higher resolution, but to incorporate proper markers we would have needed another 3-4 months as late expression requires two separate transgenes. We would also like to add that the process of differentiation that leads to IVD formation is complex and goes beyond the developmental window we covered here. Cleary, future work will be needed to fully understand this process and will involve the development of new experimental methods and even theoretical approaches as this is a complex soft matter problem for which there is no theoretical framework.

We also performed the RA acid experiment as suggested. Following previously published protocols we were able to reproduce the increased mineralization effect of exogenous RA. We observed that as mineralization proceeds much further and at a faster rate upon RA treatment vacuoles stack prematurely and then are obliterated as the notochord is compressed further. These data have been included in the new Figure 11.

In addition to the results summarized above, we were also able to increase our numbers on the microCT analyses, further strengthening our conclusions.

Together, the results shown in the new Figure 11 add additional support to our initial conclusions. Future work should explore the mechanisms that mediate the effect of compression on vacuolated cell arrangement and vacuole integrity, we think this might be a mechanically driven self-organization process and is thus of great interest for us.

> Title: With respect to the title, it would be more appropriate to say the vacuoles \"resist\" rather than \"absorb\" compressive one growth.

We think that both are appropriate and take place at different times, perhaps "resist and absorb" is the most accurate formulation, but would like to keep "absorb" as it reflects an important insight.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> The manuscript has been improved and the authors largely addressed the questions and concerns of the reviewers. The revisions significantly strengthened the manuscripts. This work significantly advances our understanding of how the notochord and notochord vacuoles influence spine morphogenesis and identify an essential role of Dstyk/Spatzle kinase in vacuole fusion. However, there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:
>
> 1\) This revised manuscript provides many lines of evidence to support the model whereby notochord vacuoles generate pressure and their size/shape underlies the notochord pressure required for proper spine formation. However, as the authors note, current methods do not allow for direct pressure measurements in the notochord. Therefore, many of the conclusions, including \"...upon fragmentation or loss of notochord vacuoles, the notochord loses its internal pressure\" are inferences. These conclusions should be accordingly phrased.

We agree with the editors and have edited those statements as suggested. We used wording such as "presents a phenotype consistent with reduced internal pressure", "the notochord rod appears to lose its internal pressure", and "rod that seems to have low internal pressure". However, we left the title as it was as it would otherwise be difficult to express the message in a compact way.

> 2\) The authors state \"In contrast, mutations affecting several different tissues can cause AIS; these tissues include the neural tube (Grimes et al., 2016; Hayes et al., 2014; Sternberg et al., 2018), cartilage (Karner et al., 2015), and paraxial mesoderm (Haller et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017).\" Liu et al., 2017 did not attribute the scoliosis phenotype in stat3 zebrafish mutants to its function in paraxial mesoderm. One possible mechanism proposed, was a correlation between the onset of a massive inflammation and scoliosis phenotype in these mutant fish.

We thank the editors for pointing out our mistake. We have re-phrased our mention of the work of Liu et al. as suggested.

> 3\) Several figures are still not labeled with developmental stage information. Please add hpf or dpf to Figure 1 panels E,F,G, and whenever appropriate.

We have added the missing information.

> 4\) In revised Figure 3F please ensure that all allele numbers are in italics.

Done.

> 5\) Please use capital letters: Zspzl and MZspzl to indicate zygotic and maternal zygotic adjectives in text and figures, otherwise these symbols merge with the gene name abbreviation and are confusing.

We agree and have changed the labeling as suggested.

> 6\) Figure 6 is beautiful and informative. This reviewer understands that proper staging at these later stages is provided in mm and the corresponding calendar time differs between fish facilities, but panels A-D show staging in mm and E,F in dpf. Could both staging measures be provided?

For panel E we have replaced staging in dpf by standard length as suggested. However, for panel F we need to leave the age in dpf because our manipulation causes kinking of the axis, which precludes accurate staging by length.

> 7\) In addition, what is the genotype of animals shown in F? From the text one learns that this is localized overexpression of DN-GFP-Rab32a, this should be indicated in the figure.

Those are WT fish expressing the transgenes indicated in the figure. We have modified the label to indicate the expression of *DN-GFP-Rab32a*.

> 8\) \"...and devises such as pressure gauges\" -- do the authors mean \"devices\"?

Yes, thank you for pointing out that typo.

[^1]: Decibel Therapeutics, Boston, United States.

[^2]: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, United States.
